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What is the problem you want to solve?  
I wish to create a robust and easy-to-use system for managing important documents relating to 
research in laboratories, particularly for ethical research approvals. 
 
Why do you want to solve this problem? 
Whenever humans or animals are involved with a research study, investigators must first satisfy the 
wider community that the benefits of the research outweighs potential risk to the research subjects. To 
fulfill this obligation, investigators undertaking new research studies must submit an application to the 
appropriate institutional ethics committee beforehand. This application outlines the protocol that will 
be followed during the course of the study, and the steps taken to minimise harm to research subjects.  
 
Once ethical approval is granted, it falls to its investigators to maintain all approvals and permits while 
they conduct their research study. Modifications to the research protocol must first be approved by the 
ethics committee before they can be implemented, and the investigators must regularly report on the 
outcomes of the research study to the approving institution. These requirements generates large 
amounts of paperwork for the investigators, which takes a substantial amount of time away from 
research. The ad hoc systems many researchers create to manage their ethical approvals can be difficult 
to manage efficiently, and misplaced documents can lead to delays in future ethical approvals, or even 
the termination of a research project. What we need is a rigorous system that any laboratory can readily 
employ for easily managing these important documents. 
 
What do you envision as the ideal solution for this problem? 
Ideally, the solution would be the creation of a database, easily set up by end users, which is specifically 
designed to organise ethics approvals and contains all associated information and documents. Attaching 
this database to a web portal would allow for remote, secure access to the database. Basic functions 
would include the ability to create new records, archive records for projects that have been completed, 
update records with new information or when their status change, and sending out alerts to users when 
ethics approvals are due for renewal / a report is due / another action is required. 
 
What sort of Open Source solution do you think can be created in 48 hours, by a small team of 
developers, designers and data analysts? 
Within 48 hours it should be possible to create a working prototype of the system. The system would 
consist of three components: a database (at the back end), connected to a web form interface (for 
entering information to be stored in the database), hidden behind a web portal with basic security 
features (user name and password). 
 
What are the current solutions for handling this problem? 
There are some tools currently available that can be used to managing ethics approvals (e.g., 
Infonetica’s Ethics RM system), but these tools are typically intended to be implemented across entire 
institutes, and few of these currently employ such solutions. Additionally, as these tools are commercial, 
there are inherent restrictions in terms of customization to suit the needs of individual laboratories. 
The proposed open source project would provide an ethics management system that laboratories could 



quickly implement, and allow users to customise the system to suit their own needs. 
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PROBLEM 
Whenever humans or animals are involved with a research study, investigators must first satisfy the 
wider community that the benefits of the research outweighs potential risk to the research subjects. To 
fulfil this obligation, investigators undertaking new research studies must submit an application to the 
appropriate institutional ethics committee beforehand. This application outlines the protocol that will 
be followed during the course of the study, and the steps taken to minimise harm to research subjects.  
 
Once ethical approval is granted, it falls to its investigators to maintain all approvals and permits while 
they conduct their research study. Modifications to the research protocol must first be approved by the 
ethics committee before they can be implemented, and the investigators must regularly report on the 
outcomes of the research study to the approving institution. These requirements generates large 
amounts of paperwork for the investigators, which takes a substantial amount of time away from 
research. The ad hoc systems many researchers create to manage their ethical approvals can be difficult 
to manage efficiently, and misplaced documents can lead to delays in future ethical approvals, or even 
the termination of a research project. What we need is a rigorous system that any laboratory can readily 
employ for easily managing these important documents. 
 
SOLUTION 
Ideally, the solution would be the creation of a database, easily set up by end users, which is specifically 
designed to organise ethics approvals and contain all associated information and documents. Attaching 
this database to a web portal would allow for remote, secure access to the database. Basic functions 
would include the ability to create new records, archive records for projects that have been completed, 
update records with new information or when their status change, and sending out alerts to users when 
ethics approvals are due for renewal / a report is due / another action is required. 
 
CURRENT SOLUTION 
There are some tools currently available that can be used to managing ethics approvals (e.g., 
Infonetica’s Ethics RM system), but these tools are typically intended to be implemented across entire 
institutes, and few of these currently employ such solutions. Additionally, as these tools are commercial, 
there are inherent restrictions in terms of customization to suit the needs of individual laboratories. 
The proposed open source project would provide an ethics management system that laboratories could 
quickly implement, and allow users to customise the system to suit their own needs. 
 
 


